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The  major  portion  of  this  study  of  Grau'S  novel,  g±=s
E±r.S= P£ ±j±g E!g]±S±,  consists  of  a  textual  analysis  of
the  theme  of  violence.    Offering  a  close  reading  of  the
primary material,  the  present  study  demonstrates  that  Grau
uses  violence  throughout  the  novel  as  a  cohesive  element
which  organs.cally I.elates  the  events  of  the  familyls  history
she  is  narratir]g.    The  history  of  the  IIowland  family is  a
nisi;ory  of violent  people  reacting violent;ly within a
violent  world.
Overwhelming  textual  evidence  of  the  theme  of  violence
in  the  no+el  has  led  me  to  conclude  that  Gran uses.  such  a
theme  structurally .to  develop  and  to  relate  the  three-
part  divisions  of  the  narrai;ive  to  the  violence  of  birth,
the  violence  of  the  life  flow,  and  the  violence  of  death
a
respectively.    Ii;  is  by means  of  the  theme  of  violence
that  Grau  develops  her  plot  and  cyclically  completes  the
movement  of  the  narrative  from  past  to  present  time.
CHARTER   I :      INIROI)UCTI0N
The  theme  of  violence  is  the  prinrary focus  of  Shirley
of  the  HouseAnn  Grau's  The  Keepers  a novel  depicting  the
history  of  the  Howlamd  dynasty through  the  narrative  of
Abigail Howland  Tolliver,  the  last  of  tbe  Howland  family
line.    The  theme  of  violence  is  the  cohesive  element  in
this  histol®y  of  a violent  people,  for  The  Keepers  of  the
HOuse brings  together  the  history  cf violence  of  the  past
and  the  present  cl.isis  of Abigail.    In keeping with the
the]ra.'eic  concern  of  a  family history,  i;hc  theme  of  vio-
1ence  corresponds  to  the  basic  three-part  narra,tive  struc-
ture  Gran has  given the  plot.    In telling the  history of
her  family,  Abigail  begins  the  story by  setting the  scene
of  the  novel  and  by telling  the  violence  of  the  fanily.s
past.    Thi,a  section  of  the  novel  parallels  the  theme  of
the  violence  of nature  and  the  violence  of  birth  or  begin-
ning.    After  describing  the  violent  scene  of  the  action,
Abigail  relates  her  personal  life,  the  violence  of  the
present.    'J]his  part  of  the  novel  comprises  the  central
section  of  the  plot  and  Can  be  seen  as  the  violence  of  the
life  flow.    Violence  encountered  by Abigail  and  her  family
in  this  division  of  the  story  can  be  described  as  both
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physical  and  psycholo8.ical;  various  types  of  violence
cause  and  are  products  of murdel',  loss  of  innocence,  love
and  sex,  confronting  death  and  grief ,  and  I`evenge.    The
third  structural  division  of  the  novel,  which  climactically
ends  the  family history,  is  comparable  to  the  violence  of
the  cessation  of  a violent  life.
Grauls  view  of  the  history  of  the  Howlands  is  cyclicai;
the  novel  follows  the  archetypal  cycle  of  birth  and  death.
Grauls  thematie  use  of  violence  is  also  cyclical,  for  it
is  through  the  theme  of  violence  thai5  the  plot  makes  a
.complete  movement  from  past  to  present.    Violence  is  the
mode  of  action  in  the  present  time,  and  it  instigates  rev-
el`ies  of  tl-ie  past.    Violence  begins  and  erLds  the  story  arid
fills  the middle  wit-h  episodes  telling  of  the  violent  life
flow  of  a  violent  people.    Both  overt  .and meni;al  violence
describe  and  moi;ivate  the  actions. of  Grauls  characters;
hence  it  determines  and  motivates  plot.    There  is  a  close
interrelationship  between  these  two  kinds  of  violence  which
bea,rs  examina,tion.    External  and  internal  violence  both
marst  come  from  some  kind  of  action,  be  it  in  pres.ent  time'
ol`  ill.  a  causal  effect  from  the  past.    Grau's  novel  deals
quite  specifically  trJith  the  enta2nglemeni3s  of  different
time  elements;  it  is  in  a  sense  a  history  of  the  violence
of  the  Howland  family,  as  Abigail  herself  informs  us:
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•  I  am  caught  and  tangled  around  by  their  doings.    It
is  as  if  their  lives  left  a weaving' of  invisible
±#:a8:::ytheAna±r]°:t#::e±°=3,f:fLt=:ot:XT=.£f
The memory  and  the  results  of  violence  from  the  past  direct
actions  in  the  present.    Abigaills  decision  to  defend  her
home  and  family,  to  become  a  "keeper  of  the  house,"  is
already made  for  her  by her  ancestors  who  have  lived  by
the  code  of  violence  and  revenge.    She  ]mows  what  she  must
do,  and  her  deeds  are  violent  ones..
Uhf ortunately,  critical  studies  of  i;he  theme  of vio-
1ence  in  The  Keepers  of  the  House  have  been  limited  to
L=_L==       _    _     i_   i__I__      __I      _    ____.      ___i____                   __    _      _I
analyses  of  contemporary  problems  of  racial  prejudice,
bigotry,  and  miscegenai;ion  in  the  South.    One  study has,
however,  given  some  enlightening  comments  upon  the  specific
purpose  of  violence  in  GI`au's  novel.    Ijouise  Y.  Gossett
points  oui;  that  violence  in Grauls  fiction  is  used  to
emphasize  tone,  elucidate  theme,  and  delineate  c]iaracter.2
Gossett  further  purports  that  Gran's  attitude  toward her
material  governs  the  special  use  i;he  novelist  makes  of
violence :
® Working  largely without  a  dominant  theme  or  an  explicit
philosophical  view,  she  approaches  violence  as  another
Lshirley  Arm  Grau,  =±±±  ¥££E£±=±  £±  ±±±±  E±8]±S±  (New  Yorkg
1969),   p.   6.
2|,ouise  ¥.   Gossei;t,  ¥i_g_1_e_nco  i.n  Recent  Southern  FiciJ-loll
(Durhan,  I+forth  Carolina;  I96¥TrT5.ix=
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element  typically  present  in  the  lives  she  records.
She  is  not  tempted  like  Ers]rine  Caldwell  to  exploit
her  primii;ives  for  the  sake  of  social  or  economic
theories.    Miss  Grau  stays  outside  as  an  observer  and
only ra2:.ely  permits  a  char.acter  to  become  introspective
and  subtly analytical.    The  basis  of  her  observai;ion
::  :o!52f::i:?ndo:e:E::i f2:e?9e  integl`ity  of  any marmer
Violence,  never.theless,  is  part  of  the  lives  of  the  char-
acters  whether  they react  by railing  out  against  injustice
or  by quietly  submitting  to  harsh  action.    Because  the
theme  of  violence  is  so  crucial  to  the  novel,  it  would
seem  that  its  significance  goes  beyond mere  character moti-
vvation  or  atmospheric  description.    The  I.ecurring  theme  of
violence  is  lal'gel.  than  what  Gossett's  cl`iticism  considers.
Her  observations  upon  the  matter  of  violence  in The  Keepers
I I_i__   _  _
of  the  House have  not  touched  upon  the  possibility  of
finding  in  this  common  theme  a  single,  centra,1  col.e  around
which  the  structur.e  of  the  fiction  is  assembled.
Viole.nee  of  various  physical. and  psychological  sorts
is  found  throughout  the  novel.    Violence  is  omnipresent
in humanity  and  na,ture  in Grauls  novel.    Violence  assures
many  forms;  an  act,  a.word,  or  a  gesture  cannot  be  ignored
®
as  a  possible  hint  of  ultimate  violence.    Violent  forces
are  either  external  or-internal;  they may  be  violence  of
passion,   OLP  confusion,   or  of  psychological  tension. directed
3Gossett,   p.   193.
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inwardly  or  outwardly that  results  in  extreme  actions  such
as  suicide,  murder.,  mutilation,  and  rape.    Violence  in  the
novel  results  from man.s  innate,  selfish  desire  to  seek
revenge,  to  promote  the  survival  of  the  family  at  all  costs.
It  is  this  inhumanity  of man to  his  f ellowman that  is  the
cause  of  the  tragedy  of  the  Howland  fanily.
William M.  Frohock's  discussion  of  the  tl`agedy  of  vio-
1ence  in  the  cohtemporary novel  of  violence  elucidates  the
significance  of  the  tbeme  of  violence  to  structural  tech-
niques.4   He  maintains  that  the  pattern  of  the violent
novel  is  tragic.    The  hero  finds  himself  in  a  predicament
that  can be  escaped  only by  inflicting harm upon  another
human  tieing.    In  this  infliction  of  harm,  Frohock  contends9
the.hero  also  finds  the  way  to  his  own  destruction,  but  he
accepts  the  way  of  violence  as  a  way  of  life.    The  hero  of
the  tragic,  violent  novel  may be  defeated  but  not  frustrated.
Frohock  describes  certain  special  characteristics  of  the
novel  of  violence  whose  presence  is  determined  by  the  tragic
pattern within  the  novel.    When  necessity  demands  it,  the
ifeero  musi;  be  capable  of  a  violent  act.    The  protagonist
figures  in a  plot  organized  to  I'eveal  the  nature  of  his




conclusive  action.    Finally,  the  a,ction will  lead  him to
a  foreseen  catastrophe.    Usually,  Frohoc.k  si;ates,  the  psy-
chological in,ckeup  of  the  hero  is  not  the  subject  of .the
work but  is  a  part  of  the  data  of  the  story.    Thus  vio-
lence  is  not;  used  stylistica,1ly to  develop  character,  but,
instead,  is  used  to  develop  the  structure  of  the  novel
itself.
The  theme  of  violence  in The  Keepers  of  the  House  i;
a  stru,ctural  device  which  encircles  the  history  of  the
Howlands  and  binds  togei;her  the  progression  of  plot  in  an
interrelaticmship  between  the  variolrs  types  of violence.
The  authorls  view  is  a  cyclical  one;  violence  begins  and
ends  the  story  and  fills  the  middle  with  episodes  telling
of  the  violent  life  flow  of  a violent  people.    Close  analysis
of  the  text  clearly  indicates  that  every aspect  of  existence
for  the  characters  in  the  novel  is  cha,need  and  emphasized
by  some  kind  of  violence.    Violence  is  the  mainsi;ream  of
life  for  the  characters;  violence  describes  the  natural
setting  and  determines  the  action within  the  plot.    The
piling  up  of  events  indica,tes  that  violence  is  the  expected
wa,y  of  life  for  these  people.    Events  which  form  the  char-
actersl  lives  ai-e  violent.    Their  birth  into  th,e  world  is
the  violent;  beg.ilming  of  a  life  ending  in  a  final  violence.
The  novel  .begins  with  violence  in  the  present  time  and
moves  backT.`,i®rd  i;o  violence  of  other  times  and  places  to
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show  direci;  influences.    The  progression  of  the  novel  moves
to  a mounting  and  tragic  climax. which  ends  the  novel  and
the  history  of  the  Howland  family where  it  began.    The
_ __ :  __
Keepers  of  the House  moves  in
to  the  music  of  violence.
a  circular  pattern  in rh]rt]rm
CHARTER   11
TEE  HERITAGE   OF  TEE   PAST:      THE  VIOIjENCE   0F  BIRTH
Ehe  opening  section  of  Grau's  novel  of  family .history
• and violence  is  structurally  dependent  upon  the  violence
of  nature,  birth,  and begiinings.    In setting a scene
which  remains  the  sane  throughout  The  Keepers  of__I    ___. the  House
the  author  relies  on  the  theme  of  violence  to  tighten the
plot  structure  of  the  narrative  seq.uence.    The  history  of
the  Howland  family  told  by Abigail  Howland Tolliver  begins
with  the  first  of  the  Howlands,  old William Howland  who
came  to  the  Howland  lands  many  years  ago  back  in  the  early
1800ls.    The  begirming  of  the  novel  is  the  s.tor.y  of  the
birth  of  the  Howland  family  into  a  violent  world.    The
scene  of  violence  is  thus  set  for  the  rest  of  the  novel;
descriptive  passages  of  natur.al  sun.roundings  throughout.
the  novel.,  but  especially  in  the  first  seci;ion,  depict
the  violence  of  man.s  outer  world.
The  setting  of  Ej±g ¥£±±£±± e£ E!±± HOuse appears  at
first  glance  to  be  peaceful,  but  ii;  is  soon  evident`that
it  has  been  the  scene  of  violent  action.    A.oigail.a  first
description  of  the  scene  of  her  ancestral  home  is  tranquil
in  tone:     "November  evenings  are  so  quiet,  so  final.    This
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one  now.    It  is  mist free;  you  see  for miles  in  all  directions
....  Everything  is  crisp  and  clear.    There  is  only  the
. quiet  steadily fading  light.WL    Soon,  however,  the  setting
is  changed  in mood  and  is  made  i;o  reflect  the  first  light
of  violence.    What  was  once  i;he  q.uiet  scene  of  a  chilly
autumn  evening  is  turned  into. the  violent  setting  of  a
recent  battle  with  only  a  few  words  of  description  fl.om
Abigail:    `'Even  in  this  dim  light  you  can  see  that  the  turf
has  been  broken  and  torn"   (¥_e£_pgr=s_,   p.   4).     The  theme  of
violence  done  to  the  land  is  spoken  of  again  by Abigail
when,  later  in  the  novel,  she  surveys  the  damage  done  to
her  doma,in  by modern-day  outlaws:     ''This  one  piece  of
ground  now,  fought;  over,  blood  spilled,   ot].tlaws  and  Civil
War  raiders,  and  before  all  of  them,  the  Indians.   .   ."
(Keepers,  p.  286).    The  land  its;1f  has  inherited  the  whirl-
wind  of  violence;  blood  stains  cannot  be  washed  from  the
land  or.  from  the  minds  of  the  Howlands.    The  first  Howlamd
that  anyone  remembers ,  William Marshall  Howland,  had  to
scrape  ]iis  living  out  of  the  rich  soil  of  the  farming  land
he  had  claimed  against  all  the  violent  forces  surrounding
him.    His  death,  too,  was  a  violent  one,  and  became  one  of
the  many  violences  the  Howlands  have  always  chosen  to
remember :
ig69)}S}5=r5:y#]±S:.8g6q#t¥¥¥ri8is±!£]€¥}%L#w6}££V'w¥:;kJ
be  given  follo\`7irig  the  quotation  witliin  the  text;.
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That  William Howland  was  murdered  by  five  raid-
ing  Indians  one  April  while  he  was  clearing  his  fields.
They  took  his  rifle  and  his  powder  horn.   .   .  \.  In
little  more  than  a  day  nine  men  set  out ....  They
trailed  the  Indians  to  the  Blac.k Warrior  River,  and
they  killed  them--all  but  one--on  i;he  banks  there.
They  took  that  single  sun.vivor  back,  along  with  the
half~dried  scalp.    They  called  the  Howland  family  out
:i ¥::£¥ :¥±±£et£:¥g¥±8e:gfs=ns:r]±:L8)White  oak
The  setting  in  this  episode  of  death  and violence  very
•subtly  adds  to  the  violent  atmosphere;  the  ''Black Warrior
River"  indicai;es  that  i;he  river's  name  may have  come  from
the  dark  and  bloody  past  of  the  region.    The  hanging  tree,
a white  oak,  conjures  up  an  image  of  murder  and violence.
The  violence  of  setting  is  inherent  in. the  kind  of  primi-
tive  world  the  Howlands  inhabit.
Even  though Abigail's  world  is  far  removed  in  time
from  the  ancestors  and  the  tales` about  them  which  she  remem-
bers,  the  setting  Grau has  constructed  for  her  is  the  same
elemental  and  violent  one  ]mown  by  i;hose  Howlamds  of  so
long  ago.    Abigail  was  brought  up.on her  grandfather.s
farm;  so  she  is  well  acquainted  with  the  ways  of  nature
and  its  violence.    Sounds  of  violence  in  nature  al.e  hints
of  the  violence  in  the  hidden  i;houghts  of  Abiga,il.    As  she
sits  on  her  front  porch  sur`veying  i;he  scenery  around  her,
her  thoughts  about  her  personal.  disaster  are  echoed  in  the
violence  of  nature:     '`1  hear`  i;he  brief  scream  of  a  rabbit;
the  ovt'1  Has  found  supper"   (!£g£E£=g,   p.   5).     Violence  of
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nature  is  used  here  to  hint  upon  the  darker  violence  of man,
his  murdering  and  revengeful  tendencies,  which will  be  ex-
. plained  as  the  plot  develops.
Into  this  violent  setting  pl'epared  by the  a,uthor  comes
the  figure  of William Howland,  Abigail's  grandfather.    He,
too,  has  inherited  i;he  violence  of  the  past  and has  led  a
violence-filled  life;  Willian.accepts  violence  as  a way  of
living  in  his  world.    The  power  and  the  incipient  danger
in nature  is  constantly made  evident  in the  narration  of
his  headstrong  journey  through Honey  Island  Swamp  to  find
an  illegal  whiskey  still.    Animals  in  the  swamp  are  dig-
turbed  by  the  presence  of  man  in  their  domain,  and  the
description  of  them makes  plain  that,  they  a,re  violent  crea-
tures.    As  William  poles  his  skiff  through  the  uncharted
waters,  he  is  cautious  and  somewriat  afraid.    Once,  a  I'dark
shape  tumbled  athwart  his  bow  and  slithered  into  the  water";
yet  he  is  capable  of  protecting  himself  against  the  possi-
ble  harm  of  the  snadse   (Keepersg   p.   62).     He  is  reminded  of
his  experiences  with  snakes  when  he  was  a  boy:
He  disliked  snakes,  thouggh  as  a  boy  he  had  hunted
:FaseTfio:°s8r%]bLe#]e¥r£¥nsth:p:%±:r#do:Eafe:£=;.W¥ife,
p.   63)
Willian  is  aware  of  the  violenc.e  of  nature;  he  had  learned
early  to  react  to  ii;a  violence  and  danger  by  committing  an
act  of  violence.
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The  violence  of  nature  in  the  set;ting  is  handled  in
a mati;er-of-fact  marmer  by  the  narrai;or.    To  the  person
]mowledgeable  of , the  ways  of  the  wild,  there  is  not]iing
strange  about  the  rough forces  in  action  in nat;ure.    The
setting  of William's  swamp  trip  is  full  of  the  sighi;s  and
sounds  of  untaned  natur.e.    Watching  a  panther  fish  for
food,  William  keeps  his  distance  and  watches  in  awe:
You  didn.i;  see  too  many  of  those  real  panthers  any
more.    There  had  been  bounties  on  them  time  and  again,
and  people  had  just  about  killed  them  out.    You never
heard  their night  shrieks  any more--except  in  the
swanp.   (Keepers,   p.   66)
Here  again  cam  be  seen  the  violent  reaction  of  man  to  the
potential  fury  in  natur.e.    Yet  William makes  no  attempi;a
i;o  destroy  the  wild  animal9  perhaps  because  of  his  love
for  its  unspoiled  beauty,  perhaps  because  of  his  fear.  of
it;  for,  as  he  said,   ''panthers  had  been  ]mown  to  attack
men,   especially  if  i;hey  had  a  litter  nearby"   (¥ee±e±=g0  P.
66).    By  giving  William  a  ]mowledge  of  and  a  love  for
creatures  of  the  wildo. the  author  begins  character  devel-
opment  of. William  in  her  descriptive  passages  of  setting.
William  and  his  envirorment  are  so  closely  related  i;hat
he  becomes  almost  an  elemental  character;  his  ability  i;o
commit  acts  of  violence,  theng  .is  an  ability  gained  from
years  of  learning  violence  from  his  natural  surroundingo`s®
I)escription  of  nature  in  the  g,tory  of  William  serves
to  illustrate  the  primitive  atmosphere  of  the  world  he
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inhabits,  a world  where  force  and  curming  rule.    The  area-
tor.es  of  the  swamp  attack William  because  he  has  invaded
their  private habitat :
He  poled  through  miles  of  moss-hurig  cypress  stands
where  gators  splashed  away  from  his  bow  and  moccasins
swam  alongside  with  their  bl`ight  intelligent;  stare.
He  jabbed  at  these  with  the  pole.     Now  and  then  he
hit  one,  but;  the  pole  was  heavy ....  As  the  suri
dropped,  a  cloud  of  biting  gnats  rose  from  the  grasses
.   .   .  until  the  sky wa,s  dark  with  them.    William  f eli;
his  whole  body  begin  to  tingle.    Not  just  his  hands
and  face  and  neck.   .   .  but  his  whole  body  burned  as
:?e6§}ny  insects  Slipped  inside  his  clothing.   (KeeEers,
This  primitive  swamp  world  is  not  only  one  in  which-man
faces  possible  annihila,tion  but  a].so  one  which  threatens
its  members  with  extinction.    William  observes  this  vio-
lent  life  arid.  a.eath  struggle  in  t.h.e  changes  which  occur
in  the  swamp  after  nightfall:
With  i;he  rising moon,  cats  began  to  prowl  in  the  dis-
tance.    He  heard  a  couple  of  panthers  yeowl,  and  a
couple  of  screeches  that  he  recognized  as  bobcats.
As  i;he  water  birds  settled  for  the  night  gators  began
:£e¥=e#j£:  t::g;  ffigeE:rg:asp:  ;%;  loud  snapping  of
The  violent  pattern  of  hunting  and  being  huni;ed  is  not
restricl;ed  to  the  animal  world.    Occasionally man  stumbles
upon  the  violence  lurking  on  the  outskirts  of  his  civili-
zai;ion.    William  is  forced  i;o  react  with  ruthlessness  when
he  accidentally  comes  upon  a  rattlesnake  in  the  brush:
He  kicked  aside  a  dry  palmetto  and  uncovered  a  rat-
tier.    He  felt  the  shape  slip  ±`rom  under  his  foot;
he  heard  the  quick  armoyed  shake  of  rati;les;  but  in
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the  dark  he  saw  nothing  until  the  snake  struck ....
T:i:::::rsg ::a`3:t:s:d::w(±;;i;±E?o::  ;:g kicked the
Nature  has  .struc,k  out  at  the  intruder  but  is  destroyed  by
a mightier  force.
After  establishing  nature's  violence  and manls  vio-
lent  reaction.s  to  it,  the  author  continues  this  theme  of
violence  in relating  the  beginning  of  a human relationship
which  is  to  bring  about  the  fina,1  violence  of  the  novel.
Grau  does  so  by  describing  the  violence  of  natural  sur-
roundings.    When William  Howland  first  meets  Margaret
Carmichael,  the  Negro  woman  whom  he  is  later  to  marryO  he
has  no  idea  that  this  encounter  wii;h her  will  ultimately
ap.a  drastically  eha..nge  his  life  a.nd,  briae€  disaster  and
ruin  i;o  the  Howland  home.    The  author  subtly hints  of  this
un]mown  violence  by  describing  t`he  violent  sei;ting  of  the
meeting.     As  William  watches  Margaret  washi]ngJJ.  her  clothes
in  a  creek,  his  rea,ctions  are  silent  and  contemplative,
yei;  the  Nonly  sounds  were  the  birds'   screeching  and  fussing
and feather-tea,ring  fights,  the  rurming  strean,  the  Pus-
tling  shivering  leaves"  ( Keepers p.   76).
Ijike  William,  Margaret's  personality  and  her  position
in  the  chain  of  violent  events. of  the  plot  are  revealed
tlmough  description  of  violence  in  sei;ting.     She  recog'nizes
the  violer.`Lce  in  nature  and  realizes  that  her  life  is  influ-
enced  by  the  ruthlessness  of  her  en¥irormeni;.    The  history
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of  her  past  is  one  of  violent  action;  Margaretls  moi;her
was  deserted  by  the  white  man  who  had  fathered  her  child.
He  was  a  sunrveyor  for  i;he  new  road  going  through  the  county,
and  he  I ollowed  it  to  places  beyond  when  his  work was  com-
pleted,  promising  to  send  for Margaretls  mother.    Ma,rgaret
is  indeed violated  before  her  life  began,  and  the  violent
pati;el-n  continues  throughout  her  life.    Margaret  describes
tbe  dissociated  world  into  which  she  was  born:
Ever.ything  about  that  highway  was  bad  luck.    It  cane
through  Wade  County  the  same  sirmmer  weevils  first;
really  destroyed  the  cotton,  the  time  people  went;
hungry  with  their  whole  year's  work  eaten  out.    Some
thought  that  cutting  and  grading  f or  the  road  broughi;
the  weevils  out  of  the  ear`th  where  they had  been
sleeping.     Some  said  that  the  damage  wasnlt  weevils
#da#;L:t£=t  ;#9s#:it?°rfi::=::s?a¥. h8§ ) been broken
Phe  violence  of  man's  breaking  "some  old,  forgotten  law"
of  nature  is  a  presage  to  the  br.eaking  of  the  basic  laws
of  love  and  honesty  in  the  human  world  by Margaretls  father.
Nature  rea.cts  with vengeance  to  violations  done  it,  but
Margaret  is  unable  to  avenge  herself  for  the  wrongs  done
her  by her  father.    She  is  born  into  a violent  world  and
soon  learns  to  submit,  although  she  does  retain  her  pride.
When  she  was  a  child,  Margaret  and  her  family  were  forced
by  the  spring  flood  to  submit  i3o  the  violent;  climai;e  and
change  their  living  habits.    The  river  is  one  of  the  vicl-
1ent  elements  in  the  natural  setti.ng  which  Margaret  in-
habits i
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She  saw  the  river,  which.had  been rising  steadily all
the  last  month,  top  its  low  blu:ffs  and  inch  across
the  land.    Finally,  she  saw  the  thick  heavy  clouds
boil  over  the  hol.izon  and  the  heavy hail-spotted  ra,ins
begin. .  These  hard  falls~tempests,  old  people  called
then-rseut  the  creeks  boiling  \'7hite  along  their  courses,
ripping  up  trees  and  rolling  rocks,  tumbling  along
the  drowned  bodies  of  animals  under  a  thick  lightning-
strea]i:ed  sky.   (Keepers,   p.109)
Violent  storms  of  the  weather  reflect  the  storms  in Mar-
garetls  tempestuous  life.    Iiike  the  animals  swept  along
by  the  river  floods,  Margaret  becomes  caught  in  a  flood
of  violence.
Abigail  inherits  from her  grandfather  and Margaret  a
violent  world  and  a  heritage  of  vic`1ent  action.    Both  of
them have  instilled  in her  a feeling  f or  the  inherent  vio-
1ence  cf  a  life  ',¥hich  was  isolated  and  unprotectcd.    Abi-
gaills  early recollections  of  life  on her  graridfatherls
farm  are  incidents  of  violence:
I  remember  the  enormous  rattler  some  men  found.   .   .
thick  around  as  my  arm,  head  smashed  by  an  ax ....
All  the  dogs  slunk  c)ff  howling ....  A  chicken  hawk
caught  by  a  shotgun  blast,  spun  to  the  ground ....
My  pet  coon  torn  by  i;he  dogs  into  bits  of  bloodied
fur ....   (Efs±r+±±=±,   pp.   150-151)
Abigail  per]raps  learned  on  i;he  fa]rm  to  accept  violence  as
a  way  of  life;  her  grandfather  taught  her  how  to  recognize
some  kinds  of  nai3ural  catastrophes  in  the  primitive  farm
world:
When,  now  and  i;heno   an  animal  died,  he  fher  grandfatherL7
and,Oliver  checked  i;o  see  wha.:-,  happened.     Sometimes   it
was  a  fall.    A  few  of  the  pastures  had  sha,rp  rocky
drops  down  a  slope:     cattle  lost  their  balance  and
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tumbled  over,  and  they  starved ....  You  could  tell
£=°  g#:=i:::y.d:e:  ?£e:g¥:,b:?ei5Ljust  that  the  leg
Abigail  learned,  i;oo,  how  to  cope  with 'violence  as  William
did,  with  a recompensable  act  of  violence.    Her  grandfather
owned  a  bull  which  was  a  menace  i;o  him.    The  young  girl
Abigail  watched  him  comba*  possible  harm with  a  fez.vor
that  could  only  be  Called  violent  action:
But  he  really hated  his  bull ....  He  was  injur.ed
when  a  bolt  of  lightning  struck  a  pine  under  which
he  was  sheltering  during  a  storm,  and  he  had  to  be
g;=±:OgfdtheM#Og:#+dfi:±h£=1g::¥%#3:tLg:€=fife:
p.   151)
Abigail  Howland  saw  violence  all  around  her.    IIife  was  not
easy for  the  farm  people  nor  for  the .other  inhabitants  of
the  harsh world.    Even birth  as  Abigail  observes  it  is  a
thing  of  violence.    Abigail  observes  this  fact  of  cata-
clysmic  introduction  into  life  by watching  the  farm  animals
in i;he  labor  of  giving  birth  to  their  yoimg:    ".   .   .  And
over  and  over  again,  animals  straining  in  birth.    Cows  in
the  pasture  lots,  an  occasional mare  in  the  shelter  of  the
barn.    Cats  under  the  porch,  backs  arched  and  stra,iningw
(Keepers,  p.151).    Description  of  the  violence  of  actual,
physical  birth  is  similar  to  the  violence  describi]ng  the
beginning  of  lif e  in  the  structure  of  the  plot  f or  each
of  the  main  charactel's  of  the  novel.    They  are  conceived
of  viole`nce  by  people  of  violence,  and  are  violently  thmst
into  the  world.
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The  structural  pattern  of  The  Keepers  is  arranged  so
1__
that  each  of  the  three  major  characters,  William,  Margaret,
and  Abigail,  come  into  contact  with. natur.e  and  are  awar`e
of  i;he  violence  in  their  envirorment.    Each  of  the  char-
acters  is  introduced  into  the  plot  through  description  of
the  natural  violence  which  sets  the  stage  for  violent
action  by hinting  of  unforeseen  destruction.    Abigail,
the  granddaughter  of  a man who  has  pushed  his  way  through
the  harshness  of  life,  inherits  from her  gI`andfather  feelings
of  compassion,  feal',  and  respect.for  the  elements  and  ani-
mals  of  the  wild.    She  also  inherits,  as  it  is  later  revealed,
the  family's  characteristic  capabilii;ies  of  committing vio-
ler)_eec    By  placing  her  characters  ir_i_  a  setting  which  she
has  established  through  description  as  a violent  one,  Grau
has  used  the  theme  of  violence  to  set  up  a  structural  pat-
tern.    This  pattern  is  one  which  intl`oduces  and  defines
the  history  of  the  Howland  family.    The  author  has  used
description  of  violence  `in  the  setting  and  in man  to  intro-
duce  her .char.acters  and  to  tell  of  the  Howlands.  past  and
their  inheritance  of violence.    The  first  part  of  Grau's
three-fold narrative  structure  places  the  actors  in a
vibrani;,  volatile  world  in  preparation  for  the  a.ction  to
come.    Violence  bf  descriptive  setting  begins  the  cycle  of
the  violent  history  of  the  Howlands  and  directs  its  move-
ment  to  the  violence  of  i;he  lip e  flow.
OHAHER  Ill
THE  VIOLENCE   OF  IRE  IjlFE  Fliow
The  next  structural  division  of  The  Keepers  of  i;he==_  T=
HOuse concerns  -t;he  violent  life  flow  of  the  Howland  fanily.
This  middle  section  is  the  piling up  of  events  which  places
the  heroine  of  Grau's  novel  in  a  predicament  from which
there  is  no  other  escape  except  through  violence.    The
exposition  of  plot;  relates  the  present  history  of  the  major
characters,  Margaret,  William,  John,.and Robert.    The  actions
of  these  characi;el`s  bring  the  progression  of  plot  to  the
point  where  Abigail  is  thoroughly  entangled  in  i;he  web  of
violence.
The  violence  in  the  lif e  flow  of  the  novel  is  evidenced
in  the  relationships  among  various  characi;eps,  specifically
among  Abigail  and  members  of  the  IIowland  family.     Some  of
the  violent  action  at  the  time  it  occurs  has  no  noticeable
impact;  but  in relation to  the  final  violence  in  the  novel,
much  of  the  action  in  the  second  part  of  i;he  si;ructure
leads  Abig`a,il  to  destruction  arid  iiushes  her  to  clef end
the  family withoui;  regard  for  her  own  welfare.    Abigail
has  nev6r  thought  of  Margaret  as  being  a  purveyor  of  vio-
lence;  yet,  because  she  is  involved  in  the  history  of  i;he
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family,  Margaret  is  involved  i.n violence  over  which  she
has  no  control.    Abigail  is  avIiare  of  the  position Margaret
•has  in  the  fanily,  but  she  does  not .lmow  tha,i  because  of
Margaret.s  being  taken  into  the  Howland  hotisehold,  her  own
life will  be  totally  and  drastically  changed:
That  was  the  way  ii;  began.     That  was  i;he  way  he
found Margaret,  washing`  clothes  by  a  creek  that  didnlt
have  a  name.    She  lived with  him  all  the  rest  of  his
life,  the next  thirty years.
Iiiving with him,  she  lived with  us  all,  all  the
Howlamds,   and  her  life  got  mixed  up  with  our.s.    Her
::€£e¥a=]£±8:¥ a#8roE:ew=: #¥?e.A£Eto#sv.vfre  to-
The  ''it"  Abigail  speaks  of  has  deeper  implications  than
the  simple  man-woman  relationship  between Margaret  and
William.    The  ''it"  which Abigail  says.began  a  long  series
of  interrela,i;ionships  is  miscegenai3ion,  the  instigation  of
the  violence  which  destroys  i;he  family  in  the  end.    Abigail
]mows  that  her  grandfather's  union with Margaret  is  noi;  an
ordinary  one,  but  it  is  accepted  by the  fanily and  the
community.    That  William  has  a  Negro  mistress  is  no  cause
for  real  concern;  and  that  he  has  children  by  i;he  woman
does  not  threaten his  position.    Only when  the  embittered
son  of  Williara  and Margaret  reveals  that  William had  lega,1ly
made  Margaret  his  wife  did  prejudice,  hate,  and  outrage
incite  the  coirmunii;y  to  acts  of  violence.    The  family  arid
__  i     .        .L=    _     _  _I    _I_
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be  given  followin`g  the  q.uotation  witiiin  the  text.
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Abiga,il  are  brought  to  destruction  as  a  result  of  an  act
done  without  lmowledge  of  the  violent  repercussions  to
which  it  later  leads.    Margar.et  and  -William  never  ]mow
the  violence  their  love  brings  upon  the  family.    Abigail,
however,  lmows  full  well  what  havoc  is  made  by  the  reveal-
ilig  of  truth when  she  first  receives  news  of  the  secret
marriage  from Jo]m's  political  rivals:
I  put  the  clipping  and  the  photostat  back  in
their  crisp,.  clean  brown  envelope  and  slipped  them
u]ider  the  phone,  thinking  what  I  had  always  ]mown:
that  my  grandfather  had  been  a  good  man.    That  he  had
found  a  woman  to  fill  the  last  decades  of  liis  life
and  i.hat  he  had  married  her.    A  good  man.     And  when
f±j;oE,w:;: 2,;;±g6%7ppen now,  I  felt  sick.
An  immediate  cause  of  the  final  violence  in  the  novel  is,
ironica,lly,  an  act;ion  of  love  and  respect.
Margaret  is  a  crea,ture  of  the  shadows.    Because  of
her.  color  and  her  lack  of  a  real  position  in  the  family,
she  must  I.emain  in  the  ba,ckground..    Margaret's  role  is
one  of  suffering  and  endurance.    The  relationship  with
William  is  revealed  as  one  in  which  she  accepi;s  her  infer-
ior  position,  and William  is  infuriai;ed  by her  passivity:
'Sshe  seemed  small  and  fragile  again,  and  for  the  first
time  in  his  life  he  wanted  to  hit  a  woman®     It  was  the
bend  of  the  neck  that  did  it.     It  was  so  exposed  and  patientt'
erg p®   135).     Although  she  is  a  strong  person,
r\Jlargaret  is  denied  her  real  identii3y.    She  is  the  strength
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William  depends  upon,  but  she  could  never  take  her  proper
place  in  the  family  as  his  wife.    She  is  denied  the  right
to  be  the  mother  of  her  owrl  children.    As  soon  as  they  are.
old  enoingh  to  go  to  boarding  school  in  the  North,  the  three
children  of  William  and Margaret  are  sent  a,way  from  the
smothering  and  hate-filled  atmosphere  of  the  South,  where
they  are  l'niggers."    Yet  in  trying  i;o  do  what  she  thinks
is  best  for  her  ehildren,  Margaret  refuses  them  a real
family  life.    She  sends  them  away  to  lives  devoid  of  a
past  with  which  they  can  identify.    The  son Robert,  who
•comes  back  home  to  tell  the  truth  of  his  exist;ence,  has
no  past  and  no  history.    Abigail  lmows  that  he  is  acting
out  of  ha`'ue  foi.  .oeiing  deprived  of  his  proper  heritage,  ar.tLd
she  confronts  him  with  this  fact  when  he  comes  to  visit;
her:
. IBui;  you  didnlt  come  back  to  help  the  Negroes
around  here.    Or  hurt  them  either ....  You.re  doing
i:d:£Tmfer::P±:=nmit|:::S:=+o#ui::h8:p¥n€origfife,
In his  search  for  identity  and  his  craving.  for  revenge,
PLobert  commits  an  act  of  violence  which  destroys  the  fan-
ily  and  upsets  his  own  world.
Both Margaret  and  William  die  without  3mowing  how
their  lives  inevitably  chanLge  the  family.    Vi'illiam's  deal;h
is  an  une3:pected  tragedy,  but  he  i.€j  spared  a  death  of  vio-
1enc.e.     His  death  is.abruptly mentioned  by  Abigailg   and
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her  reaction  to  his  pa,ssing  is  restrained3    ''And my grand-
father  died.    It  was  in  January,  a  couple  of  da,ys  afi;er
the  big  snow"   (!j±± Eg±±±=g_,  p.   212).     The  fanily  thinks
that  William  had  gone  out  in  the  pa,stures  to  take  care  of
the  panic-stricken  animals  in  the  snow,  but  he  had  instead
driven  a  i;ruck  "down  into  the  cotton  boi;tons,  the  old
land"  which  ''the  first  William  Howland  had  claimed  for
himself"   (Ej±s  Keepers,   p.   214).     He  had  gone  to  die  where
his  ancestors  had  first  made  their  mar.k  upon  the  rich  bob-
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tomland.    William  ha,d  foreseen  what  was  going  to  happen  to
. him  and  had  prepared  himself :
Held  driven  off  the  track.   .   .  and  turned  off  his
engine  and  set  his  brake.    He  was  still  sitting  there,
hands  cin  wheel.    Foreiiead  touching  tie  ]muckles  of
#:£:r¥£fd;:i::;;£`h=dw£Tase:i:±±±¥f::S:::±fl¥¥:(ife
Willian  had  gone  back  to  the  land  of  his  begirming
to  complete  th`e  birth-dea,th  cycle.    He  was  unafraid  to
meet  deaths  but  his  dying  greatly  disturbs  the  family.
Abigail.s  husband,  John,  is  the  most  visibly upset  and
griefrstricken;  he  simply  had  not  expected  the  old  manls
a
death:
The  plain  bare  statemeni;  the  trooper  brought
didnit  hurt  me  much.     I'd  had  all  night  to  prepare
for  it.     But  it  rocked  John®     His  face  drained  white
and  then  turned  a  kind  of  light  green.    He  hadn't
shaved  and  the  heavy  beard.   .   .  made  his  face  loc>k
bruised.      tJesus  God!'     he  saida      'I've  been  i;hink-




Keeper.s,   p.   215)
Abigail  somehow  had  expected  tha,i  her  grandfather  had  met  .
with fatality,  and  she  had  prepared herself  for  it.    Mar.garet
takes  this  catastrophe  in her  stride,   just  as  she  had  every
other  calamity,  even  though  she,  of  all  people;  is  the
closest  to  William.     Per]raps  she,  too,  ]iad  lmown  of  the
closeness  of  death  and  is  not  overwhelmed  by  its  violence:
''Her  smooi;h  round  black  face  of  a  middle-aged  Negro  woman
who  looked  older  tharl  her  years,  and  wasnlt  part;icularly
• concerned  by  whatever  was  happening.  around  her"   (!]±g
Keepers,  p.   216).    But  Margaret  is  deeply  affect;ed  by
William's  death  and  her  body reacts  invclurii;arily  to  the
jolt  her  life  has  been  dealt:    ''Her  feet  were  a little
heavy  as  she  walked  away,  and  she  shuffled  a  bit,  as  if
the  hold  the  ea,rth  had  on  her  had  got;ten  stronger,  all  of
a  Sudden"   (!j±g ¥s£E±=g,   p.   216).    Mar.garet  had  been  close
to  William  when  he  was  alive,  and  now  his  death  demands
that  she  soon  join  her  husband.
•        As  Abigail  listens  to  Margarei;  in  the  kitchen  preparing
brea,]rfast  after  the  family had  heard  the  news  of  William.s
death,  she  realizes  at  last  how  deep Margaretls  grief  is.
Her  lov7-voiced  so]ng  of  mourning  tells  of  the  brutality  and
crueii;y  of  death:
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I.d never  heard  that  song  before.    I  listened
to  the  words  and  shivered.     It  was  death  creeping
up  and  killing.
•Stretch  my  jaw,   jerk  my  legs,  brea,k  my  bones.
until  I'm  dead .... '
Margaret  sang  it  as  a  kind  of  chant,. monotonous
and  waililig.      'I)eat;h  spa]:.e  me  for  another  year..I     She
wasn't  talking  about  herself.    She  was  mou]ming Will
Howland,  that  he  hadnlt  had  just  another  year.    Just
one  more  year.   (!j±g  Keepers,+ p.   217)
Margarei;'s  lamentations  that  William  wa,s  not  given
"just  one  more  year"   of  life  may have  c6me  from  some  instinc-
tual  ]mowledge  she  ha,d  about  her  own  life,  that  she,  too,
had  not  much  time  to  live.    Margar`ei;  ]mew  before  she  mei;
William  that  her  life  was  to  be  entangled  with  ]iis.   ` She
•had  remained  extremely  close  to William  all  their  days
together.    Even  the  description  of  the  circumstances  of
her  death  is  close  to  the  details .of Willian's  death:
Mal`garet  died.    Four`  years  after  my grandfai;her,   on
the  very  day when  he  ha,d  colla,psed  over  the  wheel  of
his  truck  and  died  in  the  woods.    The  anniversal.y  of
that  day  was  bleak  and  cold  and  wintry,  with  everyone
huddled  inside  by  their  fires.    Margaret  had  not  gone
oui;  all  day.   ®   .   .  In  the  late  afternoon,   just  after
the  wai;ery  winter  sun  slipped  behind  the  southwest
ridge,  she  put  aside  her  tai;i;ing  and  got  tip  from  her
rocker.     'Somebody  calling  outsideo'   she  said.     And
she  went,  without  a  coa.t  or  a  shawl,  though  the  ground
was  already  froz.en  and  cracked  under  her  heavy  steps.
.          (Egg  Keepers,   p.   233)
Margaret  is  f ound  lying  dead  in  the  old  baptistry by  the
creek  where  she  and  William  had  first;  met  so  many  years
before.     Her  lonely  life  ended  because  she  chose  not  to
live  wit;hout  William;   and  with  the  deal;}i  instinct  of  a
woods  creature,  Margaret  went;  back  to  the  place  where  her
/
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life  with William had  begim.    Abigail  again  is  not  shocked
by  death,  and  she  is  not .at  all  surprised  at  the  way Mar.-
garet  left  i;he  world:
This  was  the  order  re-establishing.  itself .    This  was
the  way  Ild  ]mown  all  along  it  would  be,  without
realizing  it.    It  wasn't  something  you  cried  over.
You  didn't  even grieve  in  the  ordinary  sense  of  the
term.    You  just  curled  up  where  you  were,   curled  up
:Ei€:::ng¥d(Effrife:up:tg¥;? shriveled and
The  order  Abigail  speaks  of  is  the  ordering  of  the  life
flow  through  violence.    Violence  was  a  way  of  living  for
Margaret  and  William;  the  history  of  the  family  is  one  of
violence  and  revenge.    Although Margaret  and William  left
the  world  in  a,  non-violent  manner,  their  lives  were  full
of  violence®     Only  death  brought;  pea.ce  to  them.     Both  had
re-established  order  and  meaningg   even  i;bough  the  mechanism
for  realizing  order  is  death.    They had  lived  full  and  satis-
fying  lives  and  were  content  to  ease  themselves  in  death.
The  violence  made  by  their  life  together  does  not  touch
them  in  their  graves,  yet  Abigail  reaps  the  whirlwind  of
the  violence  i;hey had  caused.    The  heritage  they  leave  to
Abigail  is  violence.    Not  the  good,  but  the  evil  possibil-
ities  of  their  life  flow  lives  on  after  them.
Besides  her  grand fa,ther  and Margar.et,  thor.e  are  other
people  in  Abigail's  family who  are  part;  of  the  life  flow
of  violence.    Her  husband,  John  Tolliver,  is  revealed  to
be  instrument,al  in  the  destruction  of  Abigail  and  the
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family.    For  a  long  time  Abigail  is  blind  to  the  disaster
which her  relationship with him  is  certain  to  bring.    From
the  first  time  she  met  him,  Abigail  ignores  reason  and
listens  only  to  her  heart.    There  is  violence  implicit
in  their  relationship  from  the  beginning.    The  man  she
saw  was  Ma  stocky  young  man  who  had  the  short;est  crew  cut
....  His  black hair  was  like  a  bruise  on his  s]mlll'
(gJ±S  Bg±j2£!=g,   p®   192).     Sriortly  before  Abigail  meets  Joha9
traumai;ic  incidents  in her  life  cause  her  to  lose  her  sense
of wonder  and  fail;h  in life.    Abigail  learns  that  life  is
not  as  simple  and  good  as  sh.e  had  dreaned  in  her  child-
hood.     In  becoming  a  woman9  Abigail  loses  her  child-like
faith  and  love.    Abigail  begins  to  r6alize  how  easy  it  is
for  life  to  be  harsh  and  painful:
That  glitter  and hush-breath  qualit
away®   .   .   .   And  my  love  too.     There  isnl
just  slipped
even  a
scene--not  for  me,  nothing  so  definite--ust  the
seepage,   the  worms  of  time.     Like  i;hose  wedding
dresses  my  cousins  and  I  found  so  long  ago  in  the
old  storag`e  trunks.    They  looked  all  right.    But  when
you  picked  them  UPO   they  fell  of  their  own  weight.   a   .   .
That's  the  way  it  happer^ed  with  me,   during  i;he
yeai-s.     Things  I  thougo`ht  suTroTmded  me  have  pulled
back.     Sometimes  I  wonder  if  I'm  not  like  an  island
3E:  £5£:h:g:  =e€±6s:e%X±ggs:[ttELoggg;g±Trg:kL8g ,
Abigail  begins  to  see  herself  as  a  victim  of  the  violence
of  time.    Her  deseript,ion  of  herself  as  ''some  sea  wrack
on  the  beaches"  points  out  her  amorphous  position;   she
floats  ',~7ii;h  the  tide  of  viole_nco.    Her  g.aining  insigbt
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into  i;he  nature  of  an  imperfect  world,  her  loss  of  innocence,
paves  the  way  for  her  meeting  Jo]m.    Just  before  her  encoun-
. ter  with  him  and  her  losing  her  heart,  Abigail  is  involved
in an  incident  which  definitely pinpoints  the  slipping
away  of  ''that  glitter  and  hush-breath  q.uality."    At  a  lake
party given by  some  of her  fraternity  and  sorority friends
at  college,  she  is  thrown  into  the  water  a,nd  nearly  dies:
Ill  held  my  breath  and  went  down ....  I  remember  only  a
couple  of  coughs  and  then  I  passed  out"   (!j±£  Keepers,   p.
183).    Fortunately,  someone  notices  i;hat  Abigail  carmot
swim  and  pulls  her  out  of  the  water,  half-drowned.    It  is
curious  how  the  incident  of  Abigail's  near-encouni;er  with
death  is   jt2=taposed  with  her  loss  of  sexual  innocence.    q]he
yourig  man  who  had  rescued  her  decides  to  take. Abigail  for
a  drive  to  console  her,  and  the  act  of  consolation  is  char-
neled  into  i;he  act  of  sex.    Abiga,il  finds  that  it  is  easy
to  pass  from  irmocence:     ''And  I  found  that  it  wasnlt  so
hard  to  lose  your  virginity,  nor  painful  either.    I  hadnlt
been  told. about  that,  I  hadn't  been  taught  about  i;hat,  but
then  I  hadn't  even  been  taught  to  swim"   (;g±±g  Keepers,   p.
187 ) .
Abigail,  then,  has  a,lready  lost  her  irmocence  and
her  sense  of  v/onder  at  life  v`then  she  meets  John  Tollivero
Perhaps  Because  she  is  so  afraid  of  not  having  anything
substantial  to  believe  in,  of  having  lost  meaning  in  living,
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Abigail  eagerly  accepts  John Tolliver  and  his  devotion
and need  for  her.    John.offers  her  the  kind  of  stability
. and  love  which  she  has  never  known  and  which  she  desperately
needs.    Althoingh  she  completely  i;rusts  John,  Abigail  does
]mow  about  the  violence  in  the  past  of  his  fanily.    John
is  one  of  the  Tollivers  of  Sonel`sei;  County,   ''Tolliver
Nation,"  who  control  the  north  of  the  stai;e  with  their
strong  po].itical  rna,chime.    Abigail's  recollections  of  what
she  knows  about  that  area  indicate  the  violence  in  Jolmls
past :
Somerset  was  the  northerlmosi;  couni;y  with  the
darkest,  bloodiest  past  in  the  state.    The  breeding
plantations  had  been  up  there ....  They  bred  slaves
and  sold  them,  like  stock ..... Those  breed  stations
i','crc  al``','a5's  discoritented  and  seethir2€.     Slav.e  ivi.prisiritgs
often  began  there ....  There'd  been  a  big  one  in  the
forties,  one  that  left  a  wide  i;rail  of  burned  houses  and
bodies  hanging  on  trees.    Travelers  in  the  old  days
used  to  shiver  and  keep  their  guns  ready when  they
passed  along  that  section  of  the  North Trace.   .   .  it
was  robbers.   count;ry.    During  the  Recolistruction  they.d
gone  in  for  -fanily f euds  and  f or  twenty  years  they
killed  each  other.    When  it  was  over,   just  about  the
only  families  left  bol`e  the  name  Tolliver.     (!j±g Keepers,
pp.   194-195)
Jol:in later  proves  himself  to  be  the  son  of  his  fathers;
his  lust  for  power  is  so  strong  that  all  his  a,ctions  center
around  his  political  anbitions.    John  decides  that  he  must
become  a  prominent  politician, .and  he  can  allow  nothing  in
hiLcj  T,lay.     Jrohn  gains  political  influence  by  marrying  the
grarlddaughter  of  the  vi/ealthiest  rna,Ii  in  the  state,  by making.
himself  an  advocate  of  the  conserv€i'u.ive,  ra,Gist  branch  of
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state  politics,  and  by  joining  the  Ku Klurc  Klan  and  the
Citize]rs  Council  for  the  express  purpose  of  ga.ini]ng  votes
to  pave  the.way  to  the  governorls  mansion.    Abigail  can
never  understand  why Jolm ha,s  affiliated himself  with  such
rabidly violent  and  unjust  organizations,  since  she  ]mows
that  he  is  an  intelligent  man  and  rea,1ly  does  not  believe
what  he  publicly speaks  out  f or.    But;  Abigail  realizes  too
late  for  her  own happiness  that  her  husband  has  used  her
in his  quest  for  power.    Her  grandfather  warns  her  about
the  violence  that  cam  come  from marrying  for  love:    .'''You
got  to  be  careful,.  he  said  heavily,   lyour  mama  mar`ried
f or  love  and  it  ran  out  on her  and  she  was  left  with nothirig
i;o  hold  her  heart  together"'   (!]=± ~Kee.pers„   pp.180-181).
Abigail,  too,  is  left  without  a  love  to  hold her heart
and  soul  together  when  she  finds` out  why John  had  married
her.    When  she  asks  him what  she  can  do  to  help  him with
the  primary  election for  governor,  John.s  answer  tells
her  i;hat  she  had  been  chosen  as  the  perfect  pawn:     "'Honey,
you're  perfect  for  the  job,  and  that's  why  I  married  youlw
(!J±S Eg2±9  P.  250).    Abigail  learns  the  violence  of
givilig  love  and  being  used  umrelentlessly  because  of  her
love®
The  web  of  violence  begins  to  close  around  Abigail
as  her  husband's  influence  s`rov/s.     A  few  days  before  i;he
election  that  Jolm  is  so  certain  will  place  him  in  the
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office  of  governor,  certain rumors  are  circulated  about  a
dark  spot  on  John.s  record.    Johnls  opponents  then  reveal
. that  William  Howland  and Margaret  Ca.rmicha,el  had  been  leg`ally
married.    The  arrangement  of  master  and  Negro  mistress  had
been  accepted  by  the  i;ownspeople;  by  a  marriage  between
the  two  they  are  outraged  and  incited  to  violence.    John.s
career  is  ruined,  and  he  refuses  to  proi;ect  Abigail  against
the  angry  cormunity.     The  Howland  house  has  become  a  symbol
of  his  dest.ruction;  the  Howland  fanily has  brought  about;
the  destruction  of  his  career.    In his  frenzy  and  hun.i,
John  blurts  out  his  hostilii;y  towarcl.s  i;he  house  and  the
family:     ''1  wish  itld  been  burned  to  the  ground  before  I
ever  saw  it"  (E± 9   P.   273)a     Because  John  has  met
with  viol.ence  which  he  believes  came  about  because  of  the
IIowlands,  he  leaves  Abigail  alon.e  to  defend  herself  and
rier  mane.
Phe  mob  who  come  to  destroy Abigaills  home  forces  her
to  react  to  its  violence  with  the  fury  a,nd  hate  of  the
Howlands  .before  her.    The  mob  out  in  the  yard  frighten  her,
but  the  family tradition  of  revenge  and  self-preservation
spurs  her  to  action:
'.   .   .  when  the  band.its  lcilled  that  Howland  girl  in
the  kitchen--right  ovei`  there ...-- her  family hunted
them  ini;o  the  sv/anp  and  found  them  and  killed  i;hem.
They  say  her  mctt,her  .went   there   tc)  v,rate.Ji.. I      The  men
i:%'±`gL3dafiEed:g#:±±:ofu±h:ft:!]`£esv;a¥£e8gd#gg:g..themS
until  the  animals  and  the  birdfi  cleaned  their  bones.
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They  say  that  Mrs.  Howland  stood  under  those  white
oak  i;rees,  looking  up,  and  laughing ....  It  hadnlt
been glee  at  vengeance,  I  thought;,  the  way  the  stories
had  it.    Sheld  been  having  hysterics  at  the  blood
that  was  wasi;ed.     And  sheld  been  seeing  her  daughterls
death  agonies  repeated  over  and  over  in  the  agonies
of  her  murderers ....+      I  stood  thinking  about  that  old  tragedy,  its
violence  and  ii;s  pain,  all  of  it.    And  all  of  a  sud-
den  I  ]aiew  what  I  should  do.   (!j±g  Keepers,   p.   279)
Although Abigail  realizes  that  what  she  must  do  is  vio-
•1ent  and  will  not  end  the  blood-letting  and  the  hate  all
around  her,  she  decides  that  she  must  not  let  the  fanily
down.     She  must  fight  back,  even  if  she  is  destroyed.    With
the  help  of  the  faithful  Negro  caretaker,  Abigail  set;s  fire
to  the  cars  the  mob  had  left  parked  in  the  pasture.    After
her  deed  of  vengeance,  she  goes  back  to  the  house  and  pre-
pares  to  meet  anyone  who  mighi;  try  to  do  more  damage  than
burning  barns  and  shooting  animals.    Abigail  realizes  that
her  actions  as  well  as  those  of  the  fanatic  townspeople
are  foolish  and  useless:
One  for  one.     Like  it  was  before.    You  kill  my
child  in  the  kitchen  and  I  murder  you  in  the  swamp.
.   .   .   I  was  lightheaded,  and  e3chausted,   I  bega,ri  to
giggle ....  they  were  shooting  si;eers  and  cats.
The  Howland  they  wan:ted  was   dead.     His  Negro  wife
was  dead®     Their  children  disappeared.     And  so  they
::ft. a:  I.L±Tfih:f
were  vff ecking.  the  only  thing  that  was
them.    First  the  barn  and  then  the  house.
Fe_±PL9ir±9   p.   285)
But  Abigail  is  able  to  save  the  house.    All  the  vio-
lence  directed  again,c3t  the  Howlands  has  not  destroyed  the
one  symbol  she  has  so  desperately  foughi3  to  preserve.     She
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fights  out  of  hate  for  those  who  have  turned  against  her
and  out  of  love  for  the  house  and  the  land.    The  ghost  of
•her  grandfather  comes  to  Abigail  and  approves  of  what  she
has  done,  not  because  it  is  good,  but  because  she  had  done
what  she  had  to  do.    Abigail  sees  that  she  has  carried  on
the  trust  and  pride  of  the  family:
I  stood  on  that  cold  wintry  grass  and  saw  what
I  had  done.    I  saw  that  it  wasn't  bravery  or  hate.
It  was,like  my  grandfather  said,  necessity.    And
:g%f ,fEE;e]tc:gpg:::  39m£;3t  but  at  times  ±t,s  all  you,ve
lhe  Howlands  who  ha,ve  made  their  own violent  rules
for  life  are  finally  defended  by  a woman who  acts  instinc-
tually and  fiercely.    The  flow  of  life  for  the  fanily has
been  one  of  violence  in  death,  love,  treackery,  grief ,  and
revenge.    Abigail  is  carried  along  by  this  flood  of  vio-
lence  toward  her  own  destruction.    The  action  in  the
second  portion  of  the  novel  places  Abigail  in  a moving
cycle  which  can  end  only  in  a  persona,i  violence  and  ruin.
The  progression  of  plot;  has  prepared  the  way  for  the  final
action  of. the  novel:    the  violent  ending  of  a  violent  fami-
ly.    The  violence  of  the  present  in  this  section  of  the
novel  is  so  greatly  influenced  by violence  in  the  past
that  it  must  repeat  itself .    The  revenge  of  Abigail  comes
about  because  she  is  forced  by  the  past  into  aci;ion.    And
because  She  lmows   that  the  HowlamdFcj   of  long  ago  were  des-
troyed  in  seeking  vengeance,  she  retilizes  that  her  life,
too,  must  soon  draw  to  a  close.
CRAHER  IV
COMPILETION   0F   TI"   CYCRE:      THE  VIOLENCE   OF  DEATH
The  concluding  section  of  The  Keepers  of  the-L- HOuse
.  is  structurally  dependent  upon  the  violence  of  death,  the
ending  of  life  for  violent  people.    This  pal`t  of  the  novel
ends  the  history  of  the  Howland  family  through  violence  arid
revenge.    Abigail  finds  hers.elf  left  with  the  bitter  ashes
of  defeat;  her  family is  gone  and  so  is  her  hope  for  a
happy  life.    Abigail  looks  over  the  scene  of  her  fury and
sees  that  there  is  nothing  satisfying  in her  violence:
The  excitement  and  the  fear  left  me  when  I  saw  that
people  had  expended  whatev6r  energy  and  violence
they had  within  them.    Leaving  only  a  bitter  taste,
a nasty ta,ste  in the  sight  of  things  as  they really
wereo   .   .   .  Aimless  anger  ha,d  burned  a  barn,  had
killed  cats  and  steers  and  a  couple  of  hounds.    And
all  my  courage  had  only  f ired  a  parking  lot  and
pumped  a  load  of  bird  shot  into  the  side  of  the  car.I.
At  last  Abigail  lmows  i;hal;  she  can  gain  no  I'eal  revenge  on
the  people  who  have  wronged  her.     In  seeking  vengeance,  she
commits  violence  to  herself .     She  has  no  choice  but  i;o  follow
the  tradi-I;ion  of  her  fanily  in  their  eye-for-an-eye  ju.stice.
I L=_ _____==___ _     .     _T=
ig69):S};?r±§g.AmA`iErg#i',sg¥e#¥+€r.gc#+#T#°ifs(#8¥kY\9,i`¥i
be  givefi  following.  the  quotation  witliin  the  text.
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Violence  in  the  last  part  of  the  novel  centers  around
the  ancestral  house  of  the  Howlands.    Abigail  has  protected
.the  house  as  though  it  were  a  living  being.    Now  the  house
is  all  she  ha,s  left  of  the  family,  and  she  speaks  of  it  as
the  last  of  her  hope  and  consolation:     ''1  would  no  longer
runi  such  an  elaborate  house.     In  the  meantime  I  did  not
let  them  repair  anything.    They  only  swept  up  the  broken
gla,ss.    The  fences  stayed  down,  the  panes  stayed  missing.
Howlands  kept  such  things  to  remember  by"   (!±±£  Keepers,
p.   296).    Abigail  ]mows  that  the  destruction  brought  upon
the  family has  stifled  the  organic  growth  of  the  house.
Each  generation  of  the  Howlands  had  added  new  wings  and
rooms  oatc  t2i.e  house  until  it  had  spread  out:  like  a  living
creature.    Now  Abigail  decides  that  the  house  must  remain
as  it  is;  it  will  no  loriger  be  full  of  life  and growing.
She  keeps  the  reminders  of  death  and  violence  around  her,
just  as  i;he  Howlands  have  always  kept  the  charred  stair-
case  to  remind  them  of  another  violence  c>f  the  past.
Abigail  closes  up  the  house  and  she  closes  up  her  life.
She  begins  divorce  proceedings  and  demands  that  all  the
Howland  property  be  returned  to  her.    Abigail  pulls  the
walls  of  the  house  around  her  like  a  protective  garment.
Abigail's  final  aci:s  of  violGlice  ccimpletely  close
her  lif e, and  the  lif e  of  tile  commii`nity.     She  plans  her
strategy  cif  revenge  to  touch  everyone  who  had  be.en  invc)1ved
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in  the  destruction  of  the  Hovylands.    At  a  tea  party given
by  one  of  the  prominent  ladies  of  the  town,  she  announces
the  final  stage  of  her  battle  against  the  community:
lYou  listen  now,  and  you  tell  your  husbands.    You
bl`ing  them  a  message  from  me.     The  Howlands  were  the
first  ones  here,  back  when  it  was  Indian  country,  and
you  set  out  your.  dogs  at  night;,  and  barred  your  doorsagainst  them,  and  went  about  dayi;imes  with  a  rifle.
Z±;i g±±±±±:?W:;=d38a¥8;y.    I'm  taking  it  back. I
Abigail  proceeds  to  tell  them  that  she  is  going  to  destroy
the  economy  of  the  county  by  closing  up  all  the  Howland
interest  in  it.    There  will  be  no  stock  industry,  no  dairy
market,  no  hotelg  no  len,ber  business  when  she  finishes  her
plan  of  revenge.    She  does  this  }mowing  full  well  thai;  she
will  ht2rt  herself  in  tor.n,  b.ut  the  drive  for  vez}geance  is
too  great:     ''.Howlamds  have  crazy  blood,   I  used  to  hear
.  ;   .   .  I.till  cost  me  to  do  this,  but  I  will.    I  figure  to
have  enough  money  to  live"'   (Ej=£  Keepers,   p.   306).     Abigail
feels  that  i;his  revenge  is  not  for  herself  but  for  her
grandfather:     ''.Iou watch.    This  town's  going  to  shl.ivel
and  shrink  back  i;o  ii;s  real  size ....  It  wasn.t  Will
Howland  you  burned,   it  was  your  own  house"   (EJ±±     2±LEe±9
p.  306).    As  she  leaves  the  scene  of  the  party,  the  ghost
of  her  grandfather  walks  behind  her,  and  she  tells  him
that  she  did  what  she  had  to  do  for  him:     ''lThat  was  for
you.   .   S   .   You  won'i;   like  what  I'a  goi±:|g  to   do  nowg   but
this  is  for  me"'   (!±±£  ¥±£££±=±,   P.   307).
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Abigail.s  last  personal  revenge  is  to  make  a  phone
call  to  remind  Robert  Howland  that  she  is  waiting  for  a
chance  to  destroy his  life.    She  le+s  him  ]mow  that  she
has  the  power  to  return  violence,  but  she  does  not  let  him
]mow  when' and  how  she  will  do  so:     I"Oh,  Robert.   .   .   that
won.i  do  any  good.     1'11  be  calling  again.     Over  and  over
again"   (Ej±£  Keepers,   p.   309).     Iiike  the  Howland  woman  who
had  watched  the  robbers  being  hanged  in  the  swamp,  Abigail
laughs  at  the  violence  her  pride  and  sense  of  duty  demands
from her.    She  laughs  not  because  her  acts  have  in  any way
made  things  right,  but  because  the  whole  cycle  of  violence
is  returning  to  its  beginning  point.    In her  acts  of vio-
lence  she  has  destroyed  herself :     ''1  ]mow  that  I  shall
hurt  as  much  as  I  ha,ve  been hurt.    I  shall  destroy  as  much
as  I  have  lost"   (g±±±  Keepers,  p.` 4).     Abigail  does  what
she  must  do  because  the  Howlands have  always  lived  in  vio-
lence:     "It.a  a  way  to  live,   you  ]mow.     Itls  a  way  to  keep
your  heart  ticking  under  the  shelteri]ig  arches  of  your.  ribs.
And  that's   enough  for  now"   (!j±g  Keepers,   pp.   4-5).     Even
if  Abigail  does  what  she  does  to  keep  herself  alive,  her
life  is  nothing  more  th€m  the  mechanical  motions  of  sijaying
alive.    The  final  destruction  of  Abigail  is  not  one  of  a
victorious  woman.    The  scene  is  similar  to  a  funeral,  the
death  rites  of  Abigail:     ''1  v/as  conscious  that  people  came
and  bent  oircr  and  looked  at  me,   shook  their  heads  and  went
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away  again.    On  tiptoe  as  a  funeral.    I  no  longer  cared.
I  had  my  own  sob-wracked  echoing  world,   and  I  was  locked
into  it"   (E!±s ¥s£Ee=E.   p.   309).
Abigail  remains  closed  up  in  the  coffin  she  has  pre-
pared  for  herself .    She  has  achieved  the  final  violence
of  vengeance  in  self-destruction.    All  her  attempts  at
rig`hting  wrongs  and  getting  revenge  are  i;o  no  avail.    She
realizes  a,t  last  that  there  can  be  no  peace  in  violence;
violence  can  brinig  nothing  but  more  violence.    The  cycle
of  the  violence  of  i;he  Howland  family  is  completed  with
Abigail.    She  ends  her  life  by  cutting  off  the  world,  and
the  final,  tragic  scene  is  that  of Abigail  lying helpless
on  the  floor:    ''1  went  on  crying  until  I  slipped  off  the
Chair.    And  cried  on  the  floor,  huddled  fetus-like  against
the  cold  unyielding  boards"   (!j±e,` ¥§±g2e±=±,   p.   309).     Abigail
is  not  frustrated  in her  efforts  to  avenge  the  fanilyg  yet
she  suffers  defeat.    The  picture  of  desolation  from vio-
lence  is  complete;  all  the  Howlands  are  dead,   except  for
Abigail.  . But  Abigail  has  set  herself  apart  from  the  living
world  and  fancies  herself  to  be  like  the  land  she  has  fought
to  keep:     ''1  have  the  illusion  thai;  I  am  sitting  here,   dead®
That  I  am  like  the  granite  c)utcroppings,  the  bones  of  the
earth,   fle!-jhl€iss  and  eternal"   (j£J±g K£9£nlg   P.   4).
CRAPTER   V:      CONcliusIONS
The  naITative  structure  of Ej±S ¥S£E£=g e£of  the  House
is  based  upon  Grau's  cyclical  view  of  the  history  of  vio-
lence  in  the  Howland  family.    The  structure  is  so  devised
that  violence  is  the  means  by which  the  life  cycle  of  the
family,  begrm violently  in  the  historical  past;,  completes
its  movemeni;  with  the  personal  violence  of  Abigail.  -  The
theme  of  violence  depicts  the  violence  of  birth,  life,
and  dea,th  f or  the  Howland  family.    Each  generation  is
'\
noti'v'atcd  by violence,  and,  in  tiurrL`,  passes  on  the  F..eri-
tage  of  violence  to  succeeding  generations.
The  theme  of  violence  is  used  in  the  novel  as  a  struc-
tural  device  for  relating  the  history  of  a violent  fanily;
Grau  does,  however,  make  a  statement  about  the  nature  of
violence  and  its  influence  upon mard±ind.    Used  structurally,
violence  motivates  character  within  a  narrative  of  action
composed  of  violent  patterns®    Abiga,il  Howland  Tolliver  is
defeated;  she  is  brought  to  destruction  because  she  acts
out  of  necessity  and  dui;y  to  the  family.    Abigail  must
commit;  violence  to  satisf y  i;he  ven8`eali.ce  which  her  ances.t;ors
demand®   ,In  doing  so,  Abigail  is  destroyed,  but  she  is  noi;
frustrated  in  her  attempts  to  avenge  the  Howland  name.
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The  heroine  finds  herself  in  a  predicament  which  can  be
escaped  only  by  inflicting  harm  upon  other  human  beings.
•Her  house,  her  land,   and  her  family.are  t]rmeatened  by
outside  forces  of  violence.    Grau,  therefore,  allows  her
characters   to  accept  violence  as  a  way  of  life.    The  novel,
however,   does  not  end  in  despair..
Because  Abigail  succeeds  in  the  violence  which  she
is  compelled  by  the  past  to  inflict,  she  can  be  seen  as  a
tragic  figure.    In  the  tragedy  of Abigail's  life-,  violence
acts  as  the  deterministic  force  of  fate.    Theoretically,
of  course,  Abigail  has  the  choice  either  to  seek  revenge
or  to  accept  the  injustices  which have  been  dealt  her.
Bui;  `oeca-use  of  the  past  a=id  its  tradition  of  violerT.ce  which
influence  her  so  strongly,  Abigail  carmot  escape  the  bur-
den  of  violence.    Although  there  is  triumph  in her  defeat,
the  tragedy  of  Abigail  is  that  she  can  never  a,chieve  hap-
piness  because  of  the  tradition  she  must  uphold.    Indeed,
the  ultimate  violence  in.the  novel  is  the  desi;ruction
Abiga,il  brings  upon  herself  tlurough  the  violence  she  per-
petuates.
Grauls  attitude  toward  violence  indicates  that  vio-
lence  can  be  nothi]:}g  more  than.an  end  in  itself.    Violent
actions  necessita.te  8.  violent  life9   and  violence  engender.s
more  vio,lence.     GI.au  makes  no  a,tte.,`.ipt  i;o  speculai;e  upon
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the  reasons  or  justification for  the  existence  of violence
in  the  wor].d.    She  merely  accepts  violence  as  arl  integral
. and  influential  part  of  life  in the. fictional  domain  of
the  Howlamd  family.
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